I. INTRODUCTION

It is hard to find a silver lining in the recent press clippings about the patent system. Descriptors such as “failure,” “broken,” and “crisis” abound. One line of criticism led by economists James Bessen and Michael Meurer has focused on the overall cost of the patent system for patent holders — the one group that should surely benefit from the system. They found that, even for that group, patents as a whole cost more to acquire, litigate, and defend against than the benefits they generate for the patent holders. In theory, the system is envisaged as a kind of subsidy for inventors, yet in operation, the patent system as a whole is a losing proposition even for the intended recipi-
The costs are so high, Bessen and Meurer argue, because patent boundaries are imprecisely drawn — forcing patentees into expensive, drawn-out litigation. Patents fail to function as traditional property. These costs are a fatal drag on the system that, on average, burn through any of the revenues it generates. Bessen and Meurer propose improving the precision of patent claims in the hope that this will reduce these costs. Surely this will be an important incremental improvement. But there remains a nagging worry. Will it be enough? Any legal institution that depends heavily upon litigation and its direct coercion is doomed to incur excessive administrative costs.

Where alarm over excessive enforcement costs arises, as it currently does in patent law, serious consideration and study should be given to private law. Private law shows that not all legal institutions have to bankrupt themselves with enforcement costs. Property, tort, and contract law all entail intricate webs of interpersonal coordination and interaction that thrive and endure while needing only a relatively light judicial touch. For the most part, these institutions are self-enforcing. The stakeholders participating in these institutions know their rights and their duties, and they largely abide by them. Constituents abide not from fear of punishment; rather, they feel an obligation to abide because compliance in some sense is just the right thing to do. With that acceptance, the enforcement costs can be much lower.
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Unfortunately, patent law faces a serious obstacle blocking access to these efficiencies. Recent patent scholarship by Professor Ted Sichelman has highlighted that the dominant theory of patents isn’t readily compatible with private law. The dominant theory envisions patents as a subsidy for encouraging inventing by giving patentees a government reward funded by a tax on anyone who infringes the exclusive rights granted by the patent. The theoretical focus is not a private law-like purpose of preventing or compensating harms. Rather, the theoretical focus is a “public regulatory” aim of optimizing inventive activity. Sichelman’s work joins and expands on a long-running debate within patent law: should patents be considered, labeled, or understood as property? Many believe that they should. Others disagree, seeing patents more as a form of government intervention that should be divorced from notions of property. Sichelman argues that there is “nearly universal” agreement that the dominant subsidy view of patents is correct and that the theory is not structured as a private law institution. He argues that this requires “purging” any residual private law elements from the patent system. As argued below, I wholly agree that the dominant patent theory is incompatible with private law. Indeed one must yield. Yet our agreement on incompatibility does not compel the prescription to rid patents of private law. There is an alternative; agreement about the correctness of the dominant theory is not universal. We should instead jettison the dominant theory, and we should adopt a private-law compatible theory for patents.

There is an alternative theory that could fill this role. Scholars have been developing a transaction-based theory focusing on the commercialization and transfer of technology. That theory has the potential to pave the way for a patent system that can become private law. The aim is not to ensure a reward or to induce people to invent.
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Rather, the system simply defines the behavioral expectations among participants in the innovation sphere. In particular, it defines the duties owed by technology producers and users to other producers and users. The purpose of the system is the efficient and coordinated transfer of technology. Importantly, that role is not limited to the courthouse or its shadow. This narrative is not just about imposing a tax on infringers. Instead, the theory defines expectations of beneficial innovative behavior out in the business world. Such a theory has many advantages. It could provide for a system that optimally allocates resources to innovative activity. In addition, and critically for this Article, the theory has another great advantage over today’s reward subsidy theory. It has the hallmarks of private law and as such it could provide the foundation for maturing the patent system into an accepted and stable institution where participants largely govern themselves.

This argument proceeds in three sections. The first reviews some of the central features of private law that enable institutions like property and tort to operate without extensive, chronic judicial coercion. The next section proceeds to the dominant patent theory and shows that its incentive-centric framework is incompatible with private law. The final section points to the emerging transaction-based understanding of the patent system that focuses on ex ante transfer of technology and shows how it is built around fundamental features of private law.

II. PRIVATE LAW: DEFINING DUTIES THAT WE CAN AND DO OBEY

Private law achieves its low system cost via widespread self-enforcement. Institutions like property, contract and tort have significant efficiencies because, for the most part, people comply with the duties imposed by these legal regimes. This high level of self-compliance is a hallmark of private law and central to its smooth functioning. Two conditions are paramount to achieving this. Constituents must be able to understand their duties. And, just as im-
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Importantly, they must actually comply with their duties.\textsuperscript{30} The first feature is a matter of deliberate, careful system design while the latter is ultimately an empirical observation of the system in operation. If we are interested in designing an efficient, smoothly operating legal system, then both conditions should be primary concerns.

\textit{A. Can We Obey}

The first condition, whether people can comprehend their duties, has been a focus of work by Professor Henry Smith.\textsuperscript{31} Smith argues that information costs play a significant role in defining the contours of legal institutions, especially property. More recently, Smith has been extending that line of research by focusing on the efficiencies of using modular system design.\textsuperscript{32}

Any real human institution entails a vast set of context-dependent interactions between actors. In theory, we might structure the rules of these institutions by giving each person a full list of their duties owed toward every other person that accounts for the myriad ways we might interact with others.\textsuperscript{33} But we do not structure most legal institutions in this way because it would be “impossibly complex and costly” to provide such a listing.\textsuperscript{34} There are too many choices and too many details to possibly be within our cognitive capacities.\textsuperscript{35} Instead, Smith argues that we can achieve the impossible by intelligently developing rules that are much simpler to deploy but which largely reach the same results (even if indirectly) as those attained by the more complete case-by-case analysis.\textsuperscript{36} Through this modular design, actors have a simpler set of rules that are within their cognitive capacities.\textsuperscript{37} For example, property simplifies its content and thereby makes its rules comprehensible by centering them around the \textit{res}, the thing of property, and by generally having rules that prevent others from interfering with the property owner’s wishes as to the disposition of the \textit{res}.\textsuperscript{38}
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B. Do We Obey

That we are capable of understanding and complying with rules is an important and necessary condition of self-enforcement, yet it is largely meaningless unless we actually obey. Private law institutions have an advantage here because these areas of law have managed to be imbued with an aura that their rules and duties ought to be obeyed by the general public.

These areas of private law achieve compliance in part because their duties are infused with a type of morality. And, buoyed by these general feelings that we have an obligation to obey them, such institutions will be cheaper to run compared to an institution where every interaction requires reliance on costly litigation. These obligations are not necessarily attached to any preexisting moral code, though such piggybacking can make rule comprehension easier. Instead, successful private law institutions define their own codes.

These successful private law institutions have constituents who have adopted what Professor H. L. A. Hart described as the internal point of view of the institution and its rules. In Hart’s view, for someone who takes the internal view of a legal institution, “the violation of a rule is not merely a basis for the prediction that a hostile reaction will follow but a reason for hostility.” In other words, for some areas of law, there is just something deeper backing our compliance that goes beyond simple avoidance of punishment. To illustrate this, Professors John Goldberg and Ben Zipursky note that “[w]hen confronted with an instance of a conviction for driving under the influence, we generally do not think it correct to say, ‘Oh, there’s a guy who got hit with the drunk-driving tax.’” Some bodies of law are understood as constituting more than a just a schedule of liability rules that we can ignore if we are willing to pay the punishment. Where
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Hart’s internal view has taken hold, the rules of those institutions have been elevated to defining the conduct of a “good citizen.”

The existence of an internal view in some bodies of law does not necessarily tell us how to get there for other areas. How do we convince the public to accept and embrace an internal viewpoint? Once established, feeling an obligation to obey the rules of private law can be explained as a stable equilibrium in a cooperative game. Yet the initial jump-starting of such virtuous cooperation is much harder, and property scholars since Blackstone have been rather coy on the subject. Professor Carol Rose has argued for the central importance of compelling story-telling as the device that bridges that gap and gets a private law system up and running. It is hard to overstate the importance of the narrative in enabling an internal point of view.

We can draw upon some common features found in private law as a guide to the types of systems and associated narratives that are likely to produce an internal view. In particular, private law frames its rules as duties owed to others. A “master feature” of private law is that it is defining a “direct connection between the particular plaintiff and the particular defendant.” These connections are generally duties of conduct whose breaches are “wrongs” that harm the specific rights-holder. Importantly, private law characteristically describes the “duties [] when breached [as] wrongs to those others, as opposed to wrongs to the world.” And private law gives aggrieved rights-holders recourse to the judicial system. By appealing to the generally-held conviction that we do not want to harm others, this structuring of the narrative as a duty to avoid harming certainly provides an important basis for engendering an internal view.

There is something more to private law, though, than simply labeling breaches of duties as wrongs that harm others. Morality-infused labels slapped onto arbitrary rules are not enough. For exam-
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people, simply labeling patents as “property” is not enough. The narrative must ring true in a deeper way. It is here where weighty concepts like justice provide important guidance for system design. An internal viewpoint can more easily take hold where an institution is tasked with some worthy higher social purpose (like providing a steady stream of much needed technological advances) and where the institution's coercive reach is framed as preventing harms to those that are working toward that higher purpose. Finding fault and punishing infringers in such a system is inherently more acceptable as there is a direct connection between the defendant's action and harm to someone who is trying to undertake something good for society.

And, where this internal view is achieved by a sizable majority of the players, the institution achieves efficiency and, perhaps just as importantly, stability and permanence. In fact, the obligation to comply can be so strong that it conflicts with our (at least short term) self-interest.55 There is something important going on that seems to defy rational behavior by homo economicus.56 Private law has produced widespread acceptance by creating compelling narratives about achieving worthy and believable societal goals and by structuring that system as one of duties to avoid harming others productively engaged in achieving that worthy goal.

Another benefit of the internal view should be mentioned. In addition to increasing self-enforcement (and therefore reducing litigation), a widespread internal viewpoint also makes any needed litigation cheaper and more predictable. Where the narrative and the rules are easy to follow for the layman, judges can follow them too. And, in particular, the equitable eye of the judiciary can support that narrative by specifically quashing harmful chiseling and the like. In other words, litigation is not the focus of the institution. The wide-
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spread coordinated, productive behavior is the main show even when it hums along without too much fuss. Litigation aims to simply reinforce and support as an adjunct to that productive behavior. For private law, both the coordinated, productive behavior out in the world and judicial decisions regarding that behavior mutually reinforce each other.

III. PATENT LAW IS NOT PRIVATE LAW

As suggested above, private law — particularly given its low enforcement costs — offers the possibility of a patent system with low operating costs. Today’s patent system has not reached that stage of maturation, and, without fundamental changes, I doubt it ever will. The problem is that the dominant view of patent theory generally precludes developing an internal viewpoint. As explained more fully below, rather than defining a set of interpersonal duties with a compelling narrative to avoid harming others, the patent system is seen instead as a subsidizing reward funded by a selective tax imposed on those that infringe the patent. This framing of the patent system effectively prevents the patent system from achieving the benefits offered by private law. It produces a system where we cannot readily understand our duties to patent holders, and, even if we could, we do not have any deep reasons to feel an obligation to obey them. Compliance in this system does not extend beyond the shadow of litigation.58

A. Subsidy Reward Theory

Today, most see patents as “government interventions in the marketplace designed to achieve social policy ends.”59 In particular, patents are seen as making inventing a more profitable business by granting valuable exclusive rights to inventors.60 The exclusionary rights set up a toll around the patented technology, and patent holders can charge for admission.61 In this sense, the patent system is effectively interchangeable with a prize system.62 Through the patent reward, we aim to incentivize people to leave other activities and to instead have them invent and receive patents. And, macroeconomically, if we calibrate the reward properly, we will incentivize

the optimal amount of innovation. The more valuable the technology enclosed, the larger the prize awarded. Moreover, by adjusting the boundaries of these rights, Congress, the USPTO, and the courts can tailor the patent reward to optimize it as they see fit. Patents are viewed as a selective tax whose revenue goes to subsidize inventors and whose burden falls on infringers. The patent holder is thus “akin to a private attorney general” who, aided by the courts, goes forth and scours the countryside collecting from infringers the tax that is owed to him.

Elsewhere I have argued that this basic story is deeply problematic and a root cause of today’s patent paralysis. This Article echoes those criticisms but frames them under the unifying banner of private law. Understood as a subsidy funded by taxing infringers, the patent system has none of the hallmarks of private law and is unlikely to ever benefit from private law’s efficiencies. Potential infringers generally cannot easily know what their duties are with respect to patents. And, even if they did, the system gives them little reason to feel compelled to obey those duties. Importantly, as understood today the patent system is not a system of interpersonal interactions. The theory itself sees the patent system as an impersonal tax that has little moral valence for patent holders or infringers. The system exists only so far as the shadow cast by litigation. The system and its narrative are not built to permeate more deeply into the fabric of innovative activity. As explained below, this just isn’t the kind of story that leads to broad acceptance.

B. Inability to Understand Our Duties

In assessing a system for its private law characteristics, it is instructive to view the system from the perspective of duties rather than that of rights. In its current form, the patent system fails to provide a
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set of duties we can possibly understand. It is very hard to determine what our duties are in regards to issued patents.\footnote{See \textit{Bessen} \& \textit{Meurer}, supra note 2, at 10 ("Not only are the words that lawyers use sometimes vague, but the rules for interpreting the words are also sometimes unpredictable. All though innovators can obtains expensive legal opinions about the boundaries of patents, these opinions are unreliable. There is thus no reliable way of determining patent boundaries short of litigation.").}

The rights of exclusion granted by a patent are defined by its claims, which are often described as the metes and bounds of the patent deed.\footnote{See Robert Patrick Merges \& John Fitzgerald Duffy, \textit{PATENT LAW AND POLICY} 26 (4th ed. 2007).} Patent infringement is a strict liability offense.\footnote{See \textit{Oskar Liivak}, \textit{Rethinking the Concept of Exclusion in Patent Law}, 98 GEO. L.J. 1643 (2010) (discussing the law’s lack of an independent invention defense in patent law).} As a result, to keep apprised of our duties to patent holders, we would need to consider each and every claim of every patent issued (even if the vast majority can be ignored as unrelated to our activities in relatively short order). Considering the patents that might arguably create relevant duties, both the large number of such patents as well as the difficulty in determining the boundaries of any particular one of those relevant patents can cause serious problems.\footnote{This point is one where reasonable minds differ. See Ted Sichelman, \textit{Are There Too Many Patents to Search? A Response}, NEW PRIVATE LAW (Jul. 3, 2015), https://blogs.harvard.edu/nplblog/2015/07/02/are-there-too-many-patents-to-search-a-response-ted-sichelman/ [https://perma.cc/KA8E-BLEF].}

It is quite hard to be certain of a patent’s exact boundaries. Patent claims are notoriously hard to delineate with precision — a problem that derives in large part from understanding patent claims as rewards. This complicates both claim interpretation and construction.\footnote{See \textit{Liivak}, supra note 9, at 1853–54.} When interpreting claims, we ask what the claim drafter intended to convey with this language.\footnote{See id.} If claims are seen as direct grants of the patent reward, then we can surmise that claims drafters intended to claim as much real estate as they could get away with.\footnote{See \textit{Jonas Anderson} \& \textit{Peter Mennell}, \textit{Informal Deference: A Historical, Empirical, and Normative Analysis of Patent Claim Construction}, 108 NW. U.L. REV. 1 (2014).} This sets up a confusing circular dynamic as claim validity and infringement then turn on claim interpretation. And, as to claim construction, it often takes not only a district court’s final judgment but also appellate review at the Federal Circuit before parties have reliable guidance regarding what does and what does not infringe a patent.\footnote{See \textit{Bessen} \& \textit{Meurer}, supra note 2, at 16.} This is a very expensive mode of informing the public of its duties.

As I have argued elsewhere, this boundary confusion has emerged because patent law has refused to limit claim scope to the disclosed
invention or to interpret claim language such as the statement “I claim to have invented the following things.” Such restrictions on claims would provide improved boundary notice for patents. In an important sense, it would leverage the benefits of modularity in instructing others of their duties to patent holders. This is particularly important for intellectual property, where physically remote acts can impact the author or inventor’s asset.

If all patents were limited to the disclosed invention, then the rest of us could better learn the duties we owe others. We would know that we are supposed to avoid the unauthorized “making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the patented invention.” In addition to the claims themselves, we could rely on the details in the rest of the patent to better understand the exact contours of the disclosed invention.

For many in patent law, the problem with this solution is that it runs counter to the dominant patent theory. To optimize patent rewards, the system must be given the flexibility to tailor such rewards. This prohibits any easy modular rule limiting exclusion to the disclosed invention. Modularity and uniformity of patent claims, though improving our ability to comprehend our duties, are thus incompatible with the mission of patents.

In short, it is very hard to determine what our duties are in regards to issued patents. And it may be prohibitively expensive to actually try to determine one’s duties to patent holders. Outside of expensive and lengthy litigation, it is not possible to understand our duties. Lastly, the specter of treble damages from willful infringement com-
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pounds the problem and discourages companies from ever learning about their duties with respect to patent holders.  

C. No Reason to Feel Obligated to Obey Duties

As argued above, the public is not readily able to understand its duties with respect to patents. But, even if we could efficiently get that information, today’s patent system gives us little reason to feel an obligation to obey those duties. In the first place, it has been argued that it may be best if the USPTO remains “rationally ignorant” of the validity of the patents it is issuing. It may be far too expensive to properly examine each and every patent application and therefore it may be cost effective to leave the real determination of validity to litigation. And indeed, courts invalidate a substantial fraction of litigated patents. Patent scholars routinely incorporate this uncertainty into their discourse by describing patents as probabilistic. As a result, outside the context of litigation, patent rights are being framed in ways that preclude any sense that they represent a duty that ought to be respected. How can one feel an obligation to respect a patent duty when the patent just as often as not will be invalidated in court? If one must wait to be in litigation before one knows whether a duty exists and what the exact contours of that duty are, then the system is at best bound to remain one where everyone holds an external view of the institution.

Just as importantly, there is no robust theory of harm stemming from the dominant patent theory. Any harm is couched in vague terms of lowering incentives. And that appears to only be directed at future inventors rather than at the plaintiff in the patent lawsuit. Conceived as a subsidy for inventors, the wrong of infringement hardly seems to be a harm that is caused by the infringer and felt by the patent holder. This hardly feels like the direct harm that one might cause by a car accident or property conversion.

On first blush, there is an aspect of the current theory that appears quite consistent with private property and its developed obligations to
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obey. Today’s patent system has a significant volume of licensing deals that look (at least initially) like the transactions of private property. But that initial similarity is illusory. Though there are transactions and licensing in the dominant view of patents, they are of a peculiar variety. Licensing is understood (as part of the theory) as money in exchange for a right not to be sued. Hence, if a license is entered, it is only to avoid a lawsuit. This, again, is fundamentally guided only by an external point of view. Making an ex post licensing payment is not something we deeply feel we ought to do. It is just about avoiding the worse pain of suffering through litigation.

The current theory provides a narrative that lacks a powerful justice component. In particular, though encouragement of innovation is often touted as the ultimate goal of the patent system, the current narrative enables the taxing (rather than subsidizing) of actual innovators. In particular, 90% of patent lawsuits are aimed at independent inventors who are making, using, or selling the patented invention. Especially where the defendant is selling the invention and the patent holder is not, there is a non-innovator taxing an actual innovator. This hardly seems like a narrative likely to produce converts to the inherent justness of patents. However, it can be even worse. If the patent claims extend beyond the disclosed invention (as some reward adherents argue they should), then an even more egregious example emerges. In such an example, a true (but possibly not first) inventor and innovator is sued by a non-inventor and non-innovator. The current theory argues that this is sometimes required to provide the optimum incentive. But, it is hard to see how these two examples lead to a deep, internal point of view. The current theory is just not designed to produce any feelings of obligation to obey. The theory leads to unjust results and it provides no feeling of harm or correlative oughtness.

In important ways this dominant narrative may, from a behavioral psychological point of view, be doomed to its heavy reliance on litigation. Independent inventors as infringers are notable because, for them, interaction with the patent system is a pure loss. In contrast, for ex ante transactions, technology users get the technology. In the ex post context, technology users don’t get anything they didn’t already.
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99. See Tun-Jen Chiang, The Paradox of IP, 30 HARV. J.L. & TECH. (SPECIAL SYMPOSIUM) 9, 16 (arguing that limiting patent scope to the disclosed invention, namely the embodiments disclosed by the patentee, would “eviscerate patent incentives”).
have other than the loss from having to pay the patentee. There is a long and deep psychological literature on the framing of gains and losses. 100 A particularly robust result is the increasing risk preference when people face sure losses. 101 In other words, when faced with the decision to take either an ex post license (and thereby incur a sure loss) or to lie low and hope to avoid detection (and to fight to the last if detected), there is a tendency to irrationally hope that one can avoid the sure loss. 102 That dynamic is hard wired into the current patent narrative and may be an important driver of excessive enforcement costs. The narrative forces much of patent activity to look like a pure loss, and as a result, many will take huge risks to avoid dealing with the patent system. For institutions like private property, both property sellers and property buyers can mutually benefit from active, earnest engagement with the institution. The patent narrative gives no such reason for the targets of patent infringement. That is no way to develop a strong internal viewpoint on the patent system.

D. Judges and an Internal View of the Patent System

As described above in Section II.B., the conditions for self-enforcement and acceptance of the internal point of view have important benefits for adjudication as well. If the narrative for a legal system is adopted as defining duties that ought to be followed, then judges can use the same narrative to guide both their decisions and (just as importantly) the content and tenor of their opinions. As described in this Part, the current patent narrative is just not structured in a way that can lead to this virtuous internal view. This leads to undue reliance on litigation and coercion as the main tools for coordination. 103 But this failing of the narrative also impacts the certainty of adjudication. It leads to far more litigation and to litigation that feels arbitrary.

Judge Learned Hand, testifying before the Senate, was asked, based on his long years of judging patent cases, whether patents “on the whole promote the arts and sciences?” 104 Hand gave a very telling answer: “That is just what a judge never gets . . . , how essential [the

101. See Jeffrey Rachlinski, Gains, Losses, and the Psychology of Litigation, 70 S. CAL. L. REV. 113 (1996) (showing the increasing risk preference when people face choices labeled as losses).
102. See id.
103. Outside the context of litigation, too many simply ignore patents. See Lemley, supra note 58, at 19.
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patent] was for the progress of the arts . . . [Judges] have no idea . . . whatever . . . as to how the system itself is in fact influencing the production of invention." 105 I have always thought that this admission was quite worrisome,106 and the lens of private law adjudication puts these worries into focus.

Within the current view of patents, judges are given the job of simply collecting the subsidy reward from patent defendants. With that role there can’t be much judging going on. This is not a knock against the quality of the judiciary. Rather, it is a knock against a patent theory that has failed to provide a narrative that utilizes the unique institutional competence of the judiciary — judging. Where a legal institution develops a widely accepted internal viewpoint, judges, using that viewpoint as a guide, can confront disputes and protect against chiseling and other inequitable practices that run against the spirit of the institution.107 But how can a judge evaluate hard cases and make determinations about “opportunism” without an internal viewpoint? Without an internal compass, a judge has no way to give nuanced direction to evaluate the behavior of the litigating parties. 108 As lamented by Hand, the result is litigation that often feels arbitrary and removed from any promotion of innovation or any underlying equity. 109

IV. EX ANTE TRANSACTIONS: A PRIVATE LAW ALTERNATIVE

The above discussion argued that, as it is still guided by the dominant patent theory, the patent system cannot claim to be private law and is unlikely to ever earn that distinction. This Part outlines an alternative theory for patents that has the potential to mature patents into a branch of private law.

A. Ex Ante Technology Transfer

A major failing of the dominant patent theory is its failure to develop any sense of obligatory duty among patent constituents. Alternatives do exist. In particular, a number of scholars have been pushing

105. Id.
106. See Liivak, supra note 1, at 1343.
107. See Smith, supra note 31, at 1078 (2013) (equity serves “one of its most general functions: countering opportunism.”); see also Rose, supra note 13, at 47 (“The law also polices cooperative arrangements and disfavors those in which one person seems to take advantage of another, even though the advantage-taking may fall within the formal terms of a given agreement.”).
108. See Liivak, supra note 1, at 1350 (“Conceptualized as a toll that produces incentives, excusing any infringer threatens to upset Congress’s balance of incentives. The result is a patent narrative that inherently portrays enforcement and infringement in an absolute and non-contextual light.”).
109. See supra note 104 and accompanying text.
transactional theories focusing on commercialization. The core of this narrative is interaction between a technology producer and technology users. The primary function of the patent system (as a species of private law) is to provide the backdrop rules that enable and undergird those transactions. Its secondary role is to provide civil recourse for aggrieved patent holders when the duties entailed by these rules are violated.

As transactions are central to this narrative, clear licensing will be seen as a positive. But care must be taken to distinguish two very distinct types of licensing. The focus of a private law transactional model should be the licensing of technology (and usually a concomitant implied license to use the technology), not just a transfer of legal rights. The key distinction is whether technology is being disseminated (that is, innovation) or whether the transaction delivers only a promise not to sue. This difference defines the critical distinction between ex ante and ex post licensing. The transactions central here are ex ante transactions for technology. This distinction is worth highlighting because patent assertion entities often defend themselves on the grounds that they don’t always sue; they license as well. But, that licensing is always ex post licensing and has little, if any, claim of societal benefit.

As to coordination, this view puts ex ante technology transfer at its core. An issued patent signifies that the patent holder has relevant technology to be transferred to users, and the patent puts its owner in

---


111. See Liivak, supra note 1, at 1365.

112. Rather than being an incentive narrative, this transaction and market narrative joins the rest of private law and even looks more like trademark rather than our current view of patents or copyright. See Merges et al., INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN THE NEW TECHNOLOGICAL AGE 21 (6th ed. 2012) (“Quite unlike patent and copyright, trademark law does not protect innovation or creativity directly. Rather, it aims to protect the integrity of the marketplace. . . .”).

113. See Liivak, supra note 1, at 1343 (focusing on ex ante licensing of inventions rather than licensing of patent rights).

the position to be the exclusive supplier of that technology to users. The duties of users and other inventors are all measured by the harm that their actions could cause to that overall beneficial technological exchange between patent holder and users.115

B. Private Law & Ex Ante Licensing of Inventions

As opposed to the current reward theory, this ex ante licensing focus has a number of features that allow it generally to develop into a stable, private law institution. First, with its focus on transactions that are mutually beneficial to participants, this theory is inherently about interactions and coordination between technology creators and technology users. The core purpose of the patent system then is to provide the background legal rules that provide a platform for technology creators to sell their technology to users. Importantly, these transactions exist and take place out in the commercial world and, so to speak, away from the shadow of litigation. And the rights of patent holders and the correlative duties for the rest of us should focus on enabling those beneficial technological transactions.

Such a theory inherently also incorporates modularity and information cost efficiencies.116 As the focus is providing the patent holders with the exclusive position to provide the invention to users, patent rights can and should remain tied to the disclosed invention. There is no need to tailor claim scope. The system is not about tailoring a reward.117 Nor is there any need for exclusion extending beyond the invention. We simply need to protect the technology that an innovator is selling, and that protection should not extend beyond what was initially conceived. After all, if some technology is beyond what the inventor conceived, then it cannot be a technology that the inventor can then transfer to others. This narrow focus for patent claims should help with the informational load required by the system. By focusing only on the disclosed invention, patent law can avoid some of the troubles currently bedeviling patent claims and their high levels of abstraction.118 There is simply no need for claims to cover anything but the definite and permanent idea conceived by the inventor. Furthermore, as to notice to others, the focus is on active commercialization of the invention, and this activity itself helps provide much of the notice. Rather than reading patent office publications, technology us-

115. See Liivak, supra note 1, at 1376.
116. See id. at 1370. See also Smith, supra note 32, at 1692.
118. See Chiang, supra note 85, at 1097 (arguing that a reward-based system must engage in difficult line drawing to determine the appropriate level of claim scope).
ers need to keep abreast of the technologies that are being offered for sale by technology producers.

In addition to making it easier to assess what duties are required by the patent system, this new narrative gives stronger reasons for actually feeling obligated to obey. The current dominant theory gives no reason why a patent’s claims need be limited to the invention conceived by the inventor. But, as mentioned above, this broad exclusion can lead to strong feelings of injustice. After all, such broad claims will then allow a patent holder to sue and possibly enjoin a later inventor who actually did invent the covered technology. That problem is eliminated in a transaction-based theory. Where claims remain tethered to subject matter original to the inventor, such claims and their exclusion are tied to what the inventor created. Such narrowed exclusion avoids the scenario of a non-inventor suing a true inventor. In this way the transaction-based theory avoids the injustices that surely dampen any plausible acceptance and compliance.

Furthermore, this theory gives a basis for a theory of identifiable “wrongs.” Under this framework, we could begin to see the types of actions that will harm the rights holder. By delegating to the patent holder the responsibility to be the exclusive supplier of the patented invention, the theory itself outlines the expected role of the patent holder. The costs of inventing, commercializing, and marketing the invention are all aspects of the patent holder’s business. When seen by others as a business that inherently provides societal benefits (i.e. creating new, nonobvious technology and providing it to those who can utilize it), those others will inherently feel that they owe duties to the patent holder. By engaging in real tech transfer, the patent holder is innovating and serving a real socially beneficial purpose. Others, including competitors, should be obligated to avoid actions that unacceptably harm those activities.

For example, where someone deliberately copies from the patent holder and then uses, or worse yet, starts to sell the invention, it is relatively easy for one to see the direct harm caused to the patent holder’s position as the invention’s exclusive supplier. Such actions cause harm, and the patent community, and accordingly judges, would aim to remedy damages by looking backwards and with injunctive relief to avoid further harm.

However, just as this narrative provides relatively easy support for some aspects of current patent doctrine, other areas do not fare so
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well. Most prominently, there is little room for patent suppression.\textsuperscript{121} But that is a feature, not a bug. In fact, the theory could be seen as supporting an obligation on patentees to commercialize the patented invention. But specific performance, forcing commercialization by a threat to commercialize, is unwise. Instead, commercialization should become a critical aspect of remedies. Absent some attempt to commercialize, the fact of harm to the patent holder has just not been established. Such a non-practiced patent may well be infringed, but absent some attempt or investments towards commercialization, nominal damages are a reasonable measure of the harm.\textsuperscript{122}

V. CONCLUSION

The future of the patent system lies with private law. If for no other reason, patent theory’s current litigation-heavy mode of regulation needs to be jettisoned because it is just too costly. Furthermore, the current theory is generally incompatible with the development of an internal view of the system. There is no basis for us to feel we ought to respect patent rights. That failing leads directly to high operational costs.

But it need not be that way. Once envisaged as a system for undergirding socially beneficial transactions between inventors and users, the duties in this system can focus on avoiding harms to those productively engaging this system. Such a narrative could allow an internal viewpoint to form. If such a viewpoint forms, such a system should be cheaper to operate than our current litigation-centric reward/subsidy model. Such a transaction-based view is essentially about coordinating behavior out in the world away from the courthouse. That vision has the features that enable it to be accepted and woven into the stable, enduring fabric of innovative activity.

\textsuperscript{121} See Liivak \& Penalver, supra note 97 (criticizing the reasoning of the Supreme Court’s 1905 Continental Paper Bag case that is seen as justifying patent suppression using property rhetoric).

\textsuperscript{122} See Liivak, supra note 66, at 1031.